ID SCANNING PRIVACY INFORMATION
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
This venue, in line with licensing regulations and for the safety of all patrons and staff, requires as a
condition of entry, for you to consent to valid identification being scanned and a photo of the card
holder being taken to enter venue. In Western Australia valid identification can be a current passport,
current Australian drivers licence or current Western Australian proof of age card. This venue chooses
to use Scantek Solutions as its scanning system provider.
By consenting to this you agree that this information, including personal information contained on
your identification, can be stored securely for a period of up to 28 days. In the event that you are banned from the venue you also accept your information will be kept for the minimum of the period of
that ban and may be used as detailed in the Ban Implementation section below. You also accept that
this information may be accessed for operational purposes by the system provider or police. Furthermore you agree that this information may be anonymised and stored indefinitely as non personally
identifiable data.

BAN IMPLEMENTATION
This venue, with in its rights and where required by law, reserves the right to enforce an “entry
ban” on any patron involved in violent, immoral, anti-social or illegal behaviour. The venue reserves the right to share the information of banned patrons with other venues using the Scantek
system and receive information from other venues regarding their banned patrons. Each venue
using the system chooses at its discretion to allow an ‘entry ban’ to be upheld at their venue.

PERSONAL PRIVACY
All data scanned, including personal information, is stored securely. According to the Commonwealth Privacy Act 1988, personal information will not be shared with a third party without prior
consent from the patron.
Entry to this venue is conditional on consent of information being shared in limited situations as
detailed above. Information may be shared with law enforcement officials who are investigating
any incident and believe the information will assist that investigation.

PRIVACY PROTECTION CLARIFICATION
For further information regarding the use and storage of your personal data or the venues policy
of patron safety and “entry bans” please write to this venue or email privacy@scantek.com.au.

